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1. Intmduction

The aim of this paper is to investigate On the basis of some copOra the pnnciples

that govem the figurative uses of come and go referring to change of state, and present

un綿ed phnciples which could explain both physical and魚gurative uses of come and go.

Firstly, we present the summary of Clark (1974), which comprehensively treats the

latter uses. Secondly, we present and discuss the relevant data extracted五〇m the Bank

of Englishl, and some other copOra. Thirdly, We compare the pnnciples which govem

the physical and figurative uses of come and go･ Finally. We will show that it is necessary

to revise the pnnciples so far proposed for the physical uses of come and go in order to get

uni飼ed pnnciples･

2. Brief Summary of Clark (1974)

The change of body temperature is upward both in (la) and (lb), and downward both

in (lc) and (ld). What, then,頒e the di統rences between them?

(1) a. Duncan's temperature went up today.

b. Duncan's temperature came up today･

(2) a. Duncan's temperature went down today.

b. Duncan's temperature came down today.

Clark (1974:316-319) states that the direction of change is away From the nomal or

desirable state in (la) and (2a), and is towards the nomal or desirable state in (lb) and

(2b). On the basis of these examples and the like, she hypothesizes that the inteやre-

tation of such idiomatic or鯖gurative uses is govemed by the assumption that the

deictic center is a nomal state of being. This hypothesis predicts that idioms with come

should always indicate entry Into SOme no剛al state and ones with go should occur only

to indicate depallure缶om a nomal state･ This hypothesis also explains the di舵rence
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of acceptability between the followlng Sentences:

(3) a･ John went into a coma yesterday.

b･*John came into a coma yesterday.

(4) a･ John came out of the coma yesterday.

b･*John went out of the coma yesterday･

The same can be also said about the　魚gurative uses of come and go with the followlng

adjectives as in (5) and (6):2

(5) a. He twenu*came) (insane/madルerserk).

b. The motor (wenu*came) dead.

C･ Matilda (wenu*came) (palenivid) with rage.

d･ The血uit has (gone/*come) bad.

e. The milk (wenu*came) sour.

f･ Angus (wenu*came) bald at the age of thmy.

(6) a･ The motor (came/*went) alive again.

b･ All their (dreams仙opes/fears) (came/*went) true.

Funhemore, Cl狐k (1974: 326-327) Considers the sentences in which both come and go

can replace each other as in (7).

(7) a･ Look at all he came through.

b･ Look at all he went through.

She calls these uses evaluative and states that the choice of come consistently Games

with it a positive connotation, while the choice of go in an otherwise identical utterance

canies a neutral, or occasionally negative, connotation･

3･ Data鯖om the Rank of English and Discussion

The fbllowlng data are五〇m the Bank of English. A句ectives which appear immedi-

ately a偶er come and go are listed in (8) and (9), respectively.

(8) come + Aqective (including comparativeめrms)
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alert, alive, available, awkwarld, base, bigger, blander, blessed, bold, bolder,

bT10ader, cheap, cheaper, clean, clear, complete, cooler, correct, dear, dependent,

desperate, due, easy, empty, equal, eLrPenSive, jine, free, good, great, greener,

ha7ld, laden, loose, old, open, Tleady, real, receptit,e, right, ripe, safe, short,

small, smaller, sojier, solid, special, stern, striking, stT10nger, Supercharged,

tarldy, true, unadorned, uncomfortable, unstuck, useful, vacant, wide

(9) go + Adjective (including comp頒ative foms)

active, amiss, bad, baggy, bald, ballistic, bankrupt, barmy, bawdy, berserk,

big, black, blank, blind, blue, bonkers, bright, brighter, brittle, by10ke, brown,

canny, cellular, cheaper, clean, clear, cloudy, coarse, cold, comatose, commer-

cial, coldless, coy, crazy, critical, curly, daJi, dark, darker, dead, deaf decent,

demented, dlGerent, digital, dim, dirty, dizzy, domestic, dotty, downmarket, dry,

dull, dumb, eclectic, ecstatic, electric, electronic, elemental, eljish, extinct,

faceless, faint, fantastic, fascist, ferlal, fertile, Jimer; JZat, frantic, fr.ee, frizzy,

Jull, funny, gaga, gay, giddy, global, gold, golden, good, goojy, green, grey,

hairless, haywire, hollow, hostile, hot, hungry, independent, insane, insolvent,

international, invisible, kaput, koshef; lame, legal, legit, loopy, luminous, mad,

mental, misty, moist, mouldy, naked, namow, national, native, negative, nice,

nude, numb, oily, opaque, open, pale, piggy, pink, positive, potol, pregnant,

private, pr10fessional, psychedelic, public, purple, quiet, rampant, llanCid, raun-

chy, rled, retT10grade, rigid, rusty, senile, septic, short, shy, sick, silent, simple,

slack, slimy, soJi, soggy, solid, sour, spare, sporDj, stable, stale, stationary,

steady, stellar, stellar, stlG str10ng, Stupid, sweet, tacky, taller, taut, tempera-

mental, tender, thin, thirsty, tight, tighter, topless, unabated, unbuilt, underco-

ver, upmarket, vague, weak, weiTld, white, wide, wider, wild, wl10ng, yellow

Some adjectives such as alive, correct, good, TleCePtive, right, safe, true, etc. in (8)

represent desirable states･ Many a句ectives such as bankr〟擁berserk, comatose, S叫)id,

loopy, inumb, potty, etc. in (9) represent undesirable states, and some adjectives such as

g, black, br10Wn, co′d, dark, st710ng, Wide, etc. neutral or objective states. These exam-

es are to be expected紅om the hypotheses in Clark(1974).

This paper treats two problems. Firstly, We consider aqectives which can occur

ith both come and go. Secondly, Weselect opposite pairs of aqectives nom (8)
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and (9), and investigate their occumence with come and go.

Compahng the aqectives listed in (8) and (9), we亀nd that some aqectives are used

with both come and go. They紬e listed in (10)･

(10) big, clean, clear, fT.ee, open, so′id, gTleen, SOJi, stT10ng, Wide

On the assumption that the hypothesis of Clark (1974) is conect, the choice between

come and go renects the speaker's viewpolnt･

Funher compahson of (8) and (9) gives us some pairs of opposite a句ectives md

we list them with their c0-0ccunence relations with come and go in p紬entheses md

their紅equencies in square brackets below in (1 I), and show examples of usage in (12):

(ll) (go) bad [121 -(come) good [83] (go) black [41 -(go) white [71

(go) cold l14] - (go)hot l5]　　(go)dark l4]　- (go) bright l3]

(go) dead t41 - (come) alive [195] (come) loose [9]- (go) tight [2]

(go) moist l2] - (go) dry l7]　　(go)namow lll - (go)wide l9]

(go) negative [1] - (go)positive ll]　(go) weak [1]　- (go, come) str10ng ll,ll

(12) i. bad -good

a. <p>3 Q. You mean my computer might not crash at all? <p> A･ Heavens,

no. Hard disks go bad4 as night follows day.

b･ <p→ I now need them to start showlng their character･ There's no point

in saying things will comegood in time.

ii . black - white

a･ <p→ We spoke to Pentax and were assured that ､LCD panels do not魚de一

cmd of story ･ If exposed to heat, an LCD panel will go black, butPent狐

hasn't as yet come across any of the problems that Mr Ramsey whtes about

b･ Bull think my c狐eer WOuldn'thave gone the way it should havegoneif

l had let my hair gowhile.

iii. cold- hot

a･ <p> That instant Mishka felt his legs go eou･ He'd seen one person sorted

out''already. <p>

b･ my dropplng Clothes, hoping she'll bum and collapse in passion and be mine,

but she does none of those things. Her cheeks go hot and a shine of te狐S
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comes into her eyes but she gathers control, pushes her hch hair back, and

keeps loo虹ng at me

iv. dark - bright

a･ see that the paper they were covenng lS Still white. In other words a negative

image has fomed: those areas exposed to light go darlk, those areas kept

dark stay white. <p>

b･ I would never admire or smile upon those whose depredations would or might

touch me poor･ My eyes go br略hi only when the really stinking billionaires

紬e in question, and

v. dead-alive

a･ than his salary from subscribers who know the futility of lodging ofrlCial

complaints. He is suspected of making phones go dead so he can魚x them.

<p>

b･ It is the liturgy that makes the stones speak, the liturgy that makes dead

stones come alive. It is the liturgy that discloses and realizes the secret of

the cathedral.

vi. loose - tight

a･ Waves covered the small porthole･ The battered ship creaked. In her imagL-

nation Ste純e could see bolts and screws come loose and whole metal panels

crash into the sea. <p>

b. Stay close!" shouted Mr Peck, and he stepped fbrw頒d to meet the biker's

charge. Jupe felt his stomach go a'ght with fear.

vii. moist- dry

a. Riefenstahl's gestures are grand. dramatic, like a silent-movie star'S; her eyes

onen go moistas they search the middle distance, and she dips in and out

of the most fervent emotion at the drop of a hat.

b. <p> As she stared at him, she felt her throat godD. <P>

Ⅴ壷. narI10W - Wide

a. If you continuously mate Cinnamon to Cinnamon your birds may go namw

at the shoulders and pinched in the head. <p>

b. … they promptly announced that they had no intention of listening in mture.

<p> The implications go wider than Ashdown recognised.

ix. negative - positive

a. Irif Bill Clinton is going tO have to respond to the negative attacks of
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George Bush, perhaps Bill Clinton will have to go negaかe himself･ <p>

b･ … Cadbury expects the takeover to have a ``broadly neutral" e飾るct on group

eamlngS during the nrst year and to gopositive in 1996 -

X. weak-strong

a･ <p> Huge, loud music pervades the studio-Elisabeth Schwarzkopf belling out

an aria or Placido DomlngO making Sandra go weak at the Knees･

b･ Thenwegostrong, for all we're worth･ Don't we, Bassett!''We do that,

Master Paul.''And when are you sure?''said the uncle, laughing･

C. <p> Yet could it be that Ecuador's 16-year一〇ld democracy has come sかonger

out of the crisis? Many political leaders think it has･

Considering the opposite palls Of a句ectives in the Bank of English, We notice that

they are classined into three groups as follows:

GroupA 没��FｦV7F庸Rﾖv��FｦV7F庸R�

GroupB 没��ｾVV7F庸Rﾖ6�Rｴ�FｦV7F庸R�

GroupC 没��FｦV7F庸Rﾖv�6�Rｴ�FｦV7F庸R�

The following lS a list of pairs of adjectives which belong to each group:

(14) Group A: black - white, cold - hot, dark - bright, moist - dTy, negative - positive

Group B: bad一good, dead - alive, loose - tight

Group C: short - tall, weak - stT10ng

The fact that another possibility of the combinations, come + Adjective - come + Adjective,

cannot be found in the data五〇m the Bank of English is easily predicted, because

opposite adjectives, which present a contrast in regard to some semantic feature(S),

generally cannot both be reg紬ded as representlng nOrmaudesirable state･

Among these three groups let us pay attention to Group B･ Except for the neutral

use of go, this combination, go + A句ective and come + A句ective, is a typical one･

In the opposite pair of a句ectives which have desirable and undesirable connotations respec-

tively, the fomer combines with come and the latter with go. This coHectly predicts
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thec0-0ccumences of good and alive with come and bad and dead with go. In the

opposites loose and tight, however, this does not seem to apply･ Let us see the example

(12. vi. a), repeated below fbi convenience:

(15) Come loose

Waves covered the small porthole･ The battered ship creaked. In her imag1-

nation Ste飾e could see bolts and screws come loose and whole metal panels

crash into the sea. <p> (The Bank of English)

In this example the change of state Hom "tight''to ``loose" surely means undesirable

change in splte Of its co一〇ccunence with come･ This implies that in addition to ``normal''

and" desirable", another concept is necessary to get full explanation of the usage of come.

We denne it as ``orlglnal''. Thus, when something goes back to its orlglnal state, come

canbe used. When, on the contrary, something depans Hom its onglnal state, go is

used. Though it may be said that the conceprnomal" could include ``orlglnal'', we

suppose ``normal''should be distinguished血om ``orlglnal''in that the fbmer is a sub-

jective concept, and the latter an objective one･ With this new concept added, the

combination of tight with go can also be explained naturally･ The same concept,

moreover, explains the use of come in the following:

(16) Come Vacant

… is an obvious exception. Bryan Robson was appointed to Venables's coach一

mg Staff to be groomed for the topjob. Itmay have Come yaeant a couple of

yearsearlierthan he, Or England, would have liked, but there is a lot to be

said for the dynamism of ‥. (The Bank of English)

4. Physical and Figurative Uses of come and go

4.1 Principles of Physical Uses of come and go

Fillmore (1972) and Oe (1975) propose similar phnciples concehng the basic physical

usesofgo.

Fillmore (1972 : 6) represents the phnciple as follows:

(17) a. ForGO,it is assumed that the Sender is not located at the Goal at

coding time.

b. For COME言t is assumed
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i. that the Sender is at the Goal at co°ing time;

ii. that the Sender is at the Goal at amival time;

iii. that the Addressee is at the Goal at co°ing time;

iv. that the Addressee is at the Goal at anival time.

The acceptability judgements of the fbllowlng Sentences Can be accounted for by pnnciple

(17a):

(18) a. Go away!

b.*Go here!

The phnciples under ( 17b) give the following sentence four possible contexts･

(19) John will come to the depanment tomonow.

Oe (1975:14) adds a provision to phnciple (17a) as follows:

(20) The Sender is not at the arrival place at either coding time or arrival time･

This modincation is necessary to account for the unacceptability of (21) in the context

in which the sender (speaker) was in Tbkyo at John's arhval time･

(21) John was in Osaka on February the first. He went to Tokyo the next day･

4･2 Phnciple of the ngurative uses of come and go

We have seen the principles of the figurative uses or come and go of Clark (1974)

in section 2. Let us illustrate them with me slight modi魚cation of section 3.

(22) a. Bvaluative Deschption of Change of State

SOURCE 

un魚vorable,non-nomal, 

ornon一〇nglnalstate 

GOAL 

GOAL 

魚vorable,nomal,Orohginal 

state 

SOURCE 
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b. Neutral DescnptlOn Of Change of State

SOURCE 

STATEA 

GOAL 

STATEB 

4.3 Uni魚cation of the Phnciples of Physical and Figurative Uses of come and go

To make the comparison easier between the physical and flgurative uses of come

mdgo, let us illustrate the above phnciples of their physical uses in (23) 'in the

same way as (22):

(23) Deschption of Physical Movement

a.

SOURCE

SOURCE

COme

EEE星図

gO
EEE王室i

GOAL 

theplacewhere 

i.S(peaker)orH(earer)isatC(oding)T(ime) 

ii.SorHisatA(mival)T(ime) 

GOAL 

theplacewhereSisnotatbothCTandA冒 

me goal ofthe魚gurative uses of come is the nomal,魚vorable, or onglnal state.

mi§ conesponds to the place where S or H is in the physical uses of come. We

can say紅om this conespondence that the nomal,魚vorable, or orlglnal state is the

place where S is in referring to change or state uslng COme･ Thus･ roughly speaking,

One and the same pnnciple seems to be working in both physical and宜gurative uses

of come. Fillmore (1972: 10) adduces interesting examples in (24) which seem to be

relevant to the present狐gument･

(24) a. I`came to the血ont door to let you in, but you had already len.

b. Shecametothe comer where we were going tO meet, but I'd got stuck

in tra飾c and never made it.

In these physical uses of come, H was notat the Goal of the Agent's movement in

(24a) and S wasnot there in(24b) at either CTor AT･ In spite of theseねcts, (24a)
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and (24b) are both acceptable. The reason is that respective Hands wereat the

Goal in the S's mind･ In the ngurative uses of come as well, S puts himsel〝herself

in ``normal,ぬvorable, or orlglnal state''in his仙er mind and deschbes change of state･

Thus the same recognltlOn process aS in the魚gurative uses seems to be wor虹ng

in some physical uses of come.

Now let us attempt a comp紺ison between the physical and ngurative uses of go･

As shown in (22a) and (22b), ngurative go has two uses : evaluative and neutral･

On the other hand, physical go has only one･ As for the demonstratives this and

that, which are deictic words like come and go, Lako紐(1974:355) states that the mles

that coHeCtly predict the spatial uses of this and that should somehow also seⅣe

to account for their discourse and emotional uses. Likewise, We wish to connate

the separate principles of physical and缶gurative uses of go into one. Tb achieve皿s

pu噌OSe, it would be necessary to divide the physical use of go shown in (23b) into

two cases as follows:

(25) Description of Physical Movement by means of go

a.

SOURCE 

theplacewhereSis 

SOURCE 

theplacewhereSisnot 

gO
EEEE星田

GOAL 

theplacewhereSandHarenot 

GOAL 

theplacewhereSandHarenot 

This revised physical use of go in (25a) Conesponds to the ngurative evaluative

use of go in (22a), and the one in (25b) to the ngurative neutral use of go in (22b)･

The examples of go in these uses are shown respectively in (26):

(26) a･ In the cricket-chattehng dusk, John Kneubuhl, a grand old man of the island,

who went缶Om here to Yale and then to a screenwntlng Career in Hollywood,

recalls how he used to play hide-and-seek in the ghost一皿led dark as a boy･

(Time, May 15 19895)

b･ He is suspectedofmaking phones go dead so he can fix them. (The Bank

of English)
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C. And he went五〇m thence to mount C.armel, and五〇m thence he returned

to Samaria. (King James Version or the Bible, Second Kings: 256)

d. I waited at the comer for the lights to go green and lost patience and

dodged through the tra縦C･ (The Bank of English)

Thus, apparently unnecessary division of the physical use of go in (23) makes it

possible to treat the physical and ngurative uses of go in a unmed way･

4.4 D肺erences between the Principles of Physical and Figurative Uses

There are two problems to be considered in the above proposals･ One is H's

involvement in the pnnciples and the other is the d鮒erentiation between CT and AT.

As it is obvious thatH is involved in the pnnciples of physical uses of come and go,

and that the differentiation between CT and AT is necessary ln them, let us concentrate

our attention on the pnnciples of the ngurative uses･

Tb investigate these problems, let us consider the following eXamples7:

(27) Situation A: The speaker is already made

a. John will also go mad sometime in the near mture.

b.*John will also come mad in the near nIture.

Situation B: The speaker is sure he/she will be mad before John is.

a. John will also go mad.

b.*John will also come mad.

Situation C: The hea一er is already mad.

a. I will also go mad in the ne餌mture.

b.*I will also come mad in the near　血ture.

Situation D: The speakeris sure the healer will be mad before he/she is.

a. I will also go mad.

b.*I will also come mad.

That all the sentences in which come is used are unacceptable seems to show that

both H and AT狐e inelevant to the pnnciples･ In other words, what is indispensable

inthe pnnciples of the鯖gurative uses seems to be S and CT. This is natural五〇m

the consideration that the choice between come and go in their ngurative uses (except

for neutral description) reflects the S's evaluation of the state described by adjectives
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at CT. In the case of particular adjectives, however, such as mad, dead, alive, good,

H can be said to be involved in the pnnciples, because S and H both evaluate the states

deschbed by these words in the same way･ It is supposed to be socially and culturally

detemined, not by the Speaker that some adjectives such as dead, mad, insane, etc

represent non-nomal/unfavorable/nob-onglnal state, and ones such as alit,e, good･

etc･ nomal/favorable/origlnal state･ Thus the pnnciples of the basic physical uses

are more elaborate than the ones of the derived figurative uses.

5. Closing Remarks

In this paper we have tried to connate the pnnciples of physical and範gurative uses

of come andgo･ In physical uses of them the English language resthcts its user by

its sthct mles but in魚gurative uses of them its user de範nes the language to a high

degree. Concretely speaking, a句ectives used with come and/Or go should be classmed

into four types as follows:

(28) a. Type A: generally represents nomal, favorable, original state such as alit'e,

good, loose, etc.

b･ Type B: generally represents non-nomal, unfavorable, or nob-onglnal state,

such as dead, bad, tight, etc.

C. Type C: represents objective state typICally found in colour te-s such sa

as green, rled8

d･ Type D: cannot be defined in advance with regard to nomal/nod-nodal,

favorable/unfavorable, Or original/non-original contrast such as sop,

strong, wide, etc.

The English language detemines the co一〇ccuHence of the aqectives (28a), (28b),

and (28C) with come, go and go, respectively. In the case of adjectives (28d), on

the other hand言t is the speaker that detemines the choice between come and go･

Therefore, by investlgatlng the uses or come and go with adjectives, we can lean both

cultural and individual aspects of the English language, that is, we can come to

understand the way by which English speakers capture the states adjectives rep鯵Sent･

Thus the interaction between language and its user bhngs creatlVlty tO language use･
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Notes

* I would like to thank my colleague, Manin Gore, who kindly acted as an informant

and made stylistic and grammatical conections･ All inadequacies, of course, belong

to me.

1. The Bank of English is an enomous copuS Stored by COBUILD (a division

of Ha呼er Collins Publishers) and The University of Bimingham. The number of

words stored in the copuS became 329 million on 20 July 1998 and it continues

to grow with the constant addition of new material･ The data used in this paper

were collected on 20th June, 1977･ The extracted data concemlng come + Adjective

and go + Aqective each compnse　3000 lines. They are respectively abstracted　五〇m

the total 4502 and 9723 matching lines, and each line contains 256 ch紬aCterS (Spaces

included),

2. These examples are血om Clark (1974: 320-321, 325-326).

3. The examples include <p>･ This is a Cobuild text mark-up code meanlng a paragraph

break.

4. Italic and bold ch頒aCterS are mine throughout the paler.

5. This example is extracted紅om the text珊es contained in CD-ROM titled THE

1991 TIMEALMAMC produced by Compact Publishing In°. This CD-鼠OM con-

tains mll texts of every Issue Of TIME血om Jan･ 2 1989to Sept. 30 1991.

6. This is五〇m atext nle included in BSEARCH, a FREE Bible se紬Ch program by

Chuck Hamilton.

7. These sentences are anincial and the judgement of acceptability is M. Gore'S.

He suggests that these generally unacceptable sentences may become acceptable when

uttered with intention of producing a humorous e楢ect.

8. The colour tens in this class genuinely represent colour･ Some colour-a句cctives

such as white, pale, however, can also be used in Type B as follows:

( i ) ･‥　wealthy ones, the trend-setters, have decided they want to be healthy.

They drink Perrier water instead of champagne･ They go white if they see

a piece of red meat. (The Bank of English)

( ii ) They were the nrstenemy troops he had ever seen and the sight of them had

made him go pale. (ルid.)
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